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Page 2 v Announcement Notice Sorry. Your IP address has been banned by your system administrator. To contact your system administrator click here each time GMT -6. The time is now 8:14. Look, we all know the judge's test is fucking obsolete. And to keep it short, I want to be a judge because the
community needs more judges. Also, so I can get some credibility from some of my locals. I've had the scrubs trying to argue with me over stupid crap, such as why Dupe Frog lacks timing, why not Ghost Ogre Tenki, etc. After all, always end up me either needing to reach out to a feud or call my friend.
It's going to be fucking annoying. The problem is that I've had twice the test now, reievinh 75% both times. The problem is that there are questions about on-site magic, and priority issues that haven't been applicable in years. So does anyone have any kind of guide, or source to the study these
outdated/irrelevent aspects of the game, so that I can pass? Edit: I took all the advice and studied it for a couple of hours today. I managed to get through the first part. Now that I'm moving on. Thank you for your help. The Konami Judge program and the Konami Demo Judge Program aim to provide
support and guidance to judges, encourage them to improve their skills and knowledge, and provide certification testing to recognize their efforts and achievements. Please read this page for more information about the Konami Judge Program, including links to FAQs, information about certification testing,
and an online list of registered Konami judges. Information about the Konami Judge Program If you would like to know more about the Konami Judge program, please read the FAQ here: If you would like to know more about the Konami Demo Judge Program, please The FAQ can be found here: Online



Registered Konami Judge list is a list of registered Konami judges, please check here: Online Registered Konami Judge list. Certification testing Before registering in the Konami Judge Program, you must pass the Decision Certification Level 1 test (RC-1). The transfer of the RC-1 does not automatically
register you as Judge Konami. After transferring the RC-1, you must complete an online form to register as a judge in Konami. By passing the certification tests, the judge can assess their knowledge of the different aspects of the judging process. While passing the RC-1 is required to join the Konami
Judge Program, all registered Konami judges are encouraged to actively pursue additional judge certification. Level 1 certification tests are available online. The 2. CURRENTLY AVAILABLE LEVEL 2 TESTS (in-person) DECISIONS UNDERSTANDING LEVEL 2 (RC-2) ONLINE TESTS: RESOLUTIONS
UNDERSTANDING - LEVEL 1 TEST This test is designed to evaluate your knowledge Yu-Gi-Oh! s basic game mechanics and how cards interact with each other. In order to apply to the Konami Judge program, you'll have to pass this test. You need to carefully study the official rulebook, know the basic
mechanics of the game and pay attention to card texts to pass this test and work effectively as a referee. You can find a copy of the rule book here. Policy understanding – Level 1 test This test is used to assess Konami's knowledge of the competition rules. To get on with the Konami Judicial Program,
you're going to have to pass this test. You need to carefully study all the Official Konami Competition Rules documents to pass this test and function effectively as a judge. You can find all three competition policy documents here: Demo Comprehension – Level 1 Test This test is used to evaluate the
knowledge of demo procedures. To register as a Konami Demo Judge, you must pass this test. Carefully study the Demo Judge Program FAQ, in order to learn the necessary information to pass the test. You can find the Konami Demo Judge Program FAQ here: IN-PERSON TESTS: Resolutions
Understanding - Level 2 Test This test handles paper selected for Premier Events; for example, YCS, WCQs, and UDS Invitationals. The test cannot be done online, only in person, at specific organized game events. This test is designed to evaluate the knowledge of advanced Yu-Gi-Oh! game
mechanics and how cards interact with each other based on problem solving card text (PSCT). You need to carefully study the official rulebook, familiar with the basic as well as advanced mechanics of the game, understand problem solving card text (PSCT) and pay attention to the card texts to pass this
test and function effectively as a judge. Here you will find a copy of the rulebook about Advanced Game Mechanics Here are articles explaining psct here, we will add further tests (online and in person) as soon as the information needed to prepare for each test is carried out and made available.  Growth
and learning will have a permanent margin, so judges can expect to pass through different levels of the certification process for some time. IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE INFORMATION 1.  Please note that: The judicial rating is only available to persons aged 16 or over. To confirm your
certificate, you will need a valid CARD GAME ID number and a valid e-mail address.  If you don't have a card game ID number, you can get one at KDE's official racing store or on the Konami Card Game Network (KCGN) website: must score 80% or more to move forward. You can take the test multiple
times if you do not pass the first experiment. Test candidates should avoid discussing questions and answers with others. Many tests are available in several languages. You can select the test language from the drop-down menu of the test page. Once you have completed the test and sent the answers,
you will receive your score immediately on the test page so you will know immediately if you passed the test. If you scored 80% or more, you'll receive an email within a few weeks of the test congratulating you on your new rating, which will tell you how to get more involved in the Konami Judge program. 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON THE INFORMATION 2.  Please note that: Only konami registered judges are eligible for personal exams. This means that you should have already taken the RC-1 test and filled out an online form to join the Konami Judge Program. Level 2 tests are usually available at
YCS, WCQ, and UDS Invitational events. Guests are not eligible for local or regional events.  Ask a Konami representative at the event to inquire about the availability of the test. You will need a valid CARD GAME IDENTIFICATION number and photo ID to complete the test.   You must score 80% or
higher to pass. You may be able to perform another version of the test on the same event, if you do not pass, time will allow. Test candidates should avoid discussing questions and answers with others. The test usually takes 20-45 minutes. Konami's representative grades the test on site and allows you to
if you passed. Thank you for your interest in being a member of the Konami Judge Program and the Konami Demo Judge Program - we look forward to working with you! This page contains a number of FAQs on a number of issues related to decisions. Please do not edit this page; instead, post
suggestions/comments/questions on this forum and don't forget to sign your posts with four tildes (~). If a point is unclear, you can ask about it there, and I'll do my best to clarify it. Don't edit this page. If you think you need to change, bring up this page first in the discussion board. This way, edits can be
reviewed as needed and with precision. Ctrl+F is your friend. Use it to search this site for answers to your question(s). Before creating a new topic, use the Forum Search feature to make sure your question has not yet been asked and answered. Do not type the whole question, as other people most likely
put it differently. Look for only the most important terms, such as the card(s) in question. In addition, you can add The Dominant Queries (quotation marks) to limit the search to the prevailing query forums only. Before you create a new thread, please check the card's decision page. You can also click on
the link to the page from the card article or directly by clicking Card Decisions: and then without a space. For example, Card Decisions: Jinzo. Note that all these decisions are official, as they are quoted directly on the judges' or Konami's website. If a judgment is not recalled, you can start a new thread to
confirm it, but please let us know that the judgment does not have a subpoena. To find long decision pages for a problem, press Ctrl+F to find the right one. Other sites link to the official rulebook breakdown of the battle phase priority lacking the timing of simultaneous effects of Go On Chain Negating
summons some Monster and Trap cards include the effect of negating Subpoenas. Among newer players, it often bothers me what can be refuted. This section describes the differences between the types of subpoenas and some subpoenas that cannot be denied. Common cards that deny Summons:
Thunder King Rai-Oh, Royal Oppression, solemn judgment, solemn warning of subpoenas that can be denied any subpoena by a monster that does not start the chain can be denied. This includes all standard and flip subpoenas, as well as Contact Fusions, synchro subpoenas and inherent special
subpoenas. Examples of inherent special subpoenas include Cyber Dragon and Machina Fortress. A monster whose subpoena denied it is treated as if it had not been properly summoned and should also be considered to have never reached the field. This means that effects such as Stardust Dragon
and Jinzo have never been This also means that Semi-Nomi monsters cannot be re-summoned through other effects. Note: Semi-Nomi monsters, when first successfully summoned, can be other effects, such as Monster Reborn. Nomi monsters don't. Semi-Nomi and Must be Special Summoned by...
Nomi. Subpoena that can't be disproved If a monster is summoned with a resolution card effect like Monster Reborn, the subpoena cannot be disasoned with cards like Thunder King Rai-Oh. This includes any type of Fusion Summon because the Fusion Monster cited the effect of polymerization (or
similar). The Subpoena cannot be disproved because the monster is summoned by the resolution of the effect, and the timing is wrong. However, you can deny the effect that summons the monster, as well as activate effects that respond to subpoenas, such as the bottomless Trap Hole. If a monster is
summoned during the Damage step, such as Gorz, the Envoy of Darkness, Tragoedia or monsters summoned by the Seekers, you can not refuse this summons, only the effect that summons it, and only with a counter-trap. Royal Oppression cannot be used in the Damage step. Targeting To avoid the
target word, I will name the cards involved as victims. Another source of frequent confusion is targeting. We often debate whether a card targets or not. Cards that are often threated for targeting: rift, smashing ground effects, being the target as a rule, Equip cards target, and costs are not targets. In
general, if a card contains a select, choose, designate, pick or similar term, you can use the targets. This usually applies to cards that mark 1 monster, but not always. In a counter-case, Smashing Ground is affected by a monster, but not target, because the victim is automatically chosen. (This can be
considered true even if you choose the victim in the event of a tie.) Counters themselves are not target, but the effects that place them are usually not when you need to select the card to make them. For example, A-counters do not target, but the effect of cell culture tool A does. Traps that affect a
monster, such as Trap Hole or Magic Cylinder, serve as targets because they are activated when certain conditions are met and target their victim. Effects that do not target cards that touch the hand, deck or extra deck, such as Gigaplant, Army Confirmation or 0% probability of success, are not targeted.
Negation effects like Tytannial, Princess of Camellias, or solemn judgment are not a goal. Cards that have or may have more than one victim, such as The Bottomless TrapHole or Saber Slash, are not targeted because the victims are automatically selected (as in the case of Smashing Ground) or when
the effect is opened. In saber slash's example, the number of x-sabelys can vary between activation and resolution, so victims are selected in resolution. Cards that have different are before targeting as a magical dimension, not considered a target at all. Cards that select monsters in resolutions, like
Creature Swap, are not targets. Monster effects that activate during battle, such as DD Warrior Lady, Ally of Justice Catastor, Drillroid or Honest, are not target. This is because they only affect monsters that meet the condition that struggles in these cases. Cards like the ancient fairy dragon, although
poorly worded, are not targets because ancient fairy dragon destroys all Field Spells (one active and one set), not just one. If the targeting cards are chained to it, if a card to which the Targets are chained and the result is that the target monster is no longer eligible, the Targeting Effect will be eliminated
without the Target Effect. This often applies to monsters requiring face-ups. For example, if brain control targets a monster and that monster is flipped face down in the Book of Moon, it is no longer eligible (Brain Control requires the monster to face up) and brain control solves without effect. The reason
Smashing Ground is not target is that if the original victim is flipped face down, Smashing Ground will automatically redirect a new monster because the victim has never been declared. IMPORTANT NOTE: Cards like Bottomless Trap Hole and Black Whirlwind are based on ATK and DEF to solve without
impact if the monster in question is flipped face down because face down monsters are considered to be unknown ATK and DEF (although players know). Destruction vs. Negation This is probably the most common source of confusion among newer players. This section discusses the difference between
negate and destroy, as well as clarifying which cards can be denied if they are destroyed. Destruction means destroying a card and moving it from the field to the cemetery. This does not necessarily eliminate the impact of the card. In some cases, yes, but not in others. Any monster that states that as
long as this card is up on the track effect is eliminated when it is destroyed. All Equip, Field, or Continuous Spells (Spell Speed 1) as well as continuous traps (Spell Speed 2) deny if they are destroyed because they are all handled, which contains the phrase: while this card faces up in the area, the effect
is eliminated when the effect is chained to the activation that destroys the card. Any monster that lacks this term, as well as normal, Quick-Play, and ritual spells, and normal (Spell Speed 2) and Counter Traps (Spell Speed 3), will not be erased if they are destroyed. The effect is only ruptured if an effect
explicitly claims to deny the effect. One of the most common mistakes among newer players is the belief that Chaining Mystical Space Typhoon (Spell Speed 2) for any Spell or Trap card denies the effect. It's not. Destruction /culling See also: The following The Macro Cosmos/Dimensional Rift Another
problem with destruction is that people often confuse sending cards to the cemetery and destroying cards. If a card sends cards from the field to the cemetery, it can't be chained with effects like My Body as a shield and the Stardust Dragon because it doesn't destroy them. Read the card(s) in question
carefully to see if it can be destroyed or sent. There's also a difference between sending cards from Hand to the cemetery and throwing them away. The difference lies in whether the effect can be met. If the Macro Cosmos or Dimensional Rift is active, you cannot activate effects that require you to send
cards from your hand to the cemetery as a cost, such as Quickdraw Synchron. You can still activate the effects that require you to fold, the discarded card will only be removed from the game. The effects of sending the cards to the cemetery also take effect; the affected cards will be removed from the
game. Cards like Dark World and Fabled monsters also rely on this difference. They don't activate if they're just sent away, they're activated when they're discarded. Again, read the card in question carefully to determine whether to send or fold the cards. Cost vs. Effect The cost is different from the effect.
Costs are always paid, regardless of whether the card in question is properly resolved or not. Loser, it's reduced by half, and the cost of The Life Point is not treated as damage. They don't trigger the effects of cards like Gellenduo, and they can't be reversed with the effect of cards like Rainbow Life, or
they can be redirected with cards like Barrel Behind the Door. Similarly, disdain as a cost is not the same as rejecting an effect. This is a key difference between most Dark World and Fabled monsters. Dark Worlds should be discarded as an effect that doesn't cover costs like the Lightning Vortex. Fabled,
on the other hand, only needs to be discarded and activated when discarded at a cost. Activation and unlock card effects are always activated and unlocked in the same location, no matter where the card ends. For example, even if Lonefire Blossom salutes itself for its impact, it will still resolve the track
and, as such, then deny cards like the Forbidden Cup. Unless expressly stated otherwise, you do not need to face up on the track to stop the effect. Equip, Continuous, and Field spells, as well as continuous traps, must stay face up on the track to resolve their effects. If you destroy a card like The
Mystical Space Typhoon, you won't solve it properly. They don't have the same phantom effect as other cards that don't have to look up on the pitch. Often asked about cards Jinzo See also: Card decisions: Jinzo, the above section of the conjuntion summonses, the following section of the Skill Drain
Jinzo subpoena may be denied by Counter Trap as a solemn judgment or forced forced because it is believed to have never reached the area, so the effect is not yet applicable. If Jinzo is on the field, skill drain cannot be activated. Skill Drain cannot be activated in response to Jinzo's summons. Skill
Drain can be chained to an effect that summons Jinzo. If the Skill Drain is active before Jinzo is summoned, Jinzo won't be able to control the traps. Dragunity Aklys See also: Card Resolutions: Dragunity Aklys, Missing timing If a monster equipped with Dragunity Aklys is removed from the field and Aklys
is sent to the cemetery, you can't destroy a card on the field. Since the monster was no longer present, Aklys was not equipped with a monster when he perished; instead destroyed the game mechanics. If Aklys is destroyed by a card that does not destroy the monster it is equipped with, it will activate its
effect. Cards responding to subpoenas, such as The Bottomless TrapHole and the Deluge-like salute, cannot be activated in response to the monster summoned by Aklys. They miss the timing, because the last thing that can happen is that Aklys is equipped, not the subpoena. If the book of the moon is
chained according to the influence of the monster-like Aklys, the monster will still be summoned, but Aklys will not be equipped. In addition, cards like Bottomless Trap Hole can be activated in response to the subpoena. Stardust Dragon See also: Card Resolutions: Stardust Dragon, The above part of the
negative subpoenas, the following part of the Skill Drain Stardust Dragon can be resummoned to affect, including its own, only if successfully Synchro is quoted at least once. If it was a special summons to Starlight Road, it can't be recalled with any effect, as Starlight Road doesn't summon the monster. If
Synchro Summon has been denied, it cannot be re-summoned with any effect. Stardust Dragon cannot disprove the card's impact if it is not known whether the card will destroy the monster or not. For example, Snicus Hunter may not destroy the target, so Stardust Dragon can't retaliate. If the Stardust
Dragon dies in the final phase, you can remember its effects and recall them in the same end phase. Book of Moon See also: Card Decisions: Book of Moon Most monsters don't have to face up on the track to resolve their effects, so chaining Book of Moon to a ignition or trigger effect doesn't usually
deny you. Book of Moon restores the following: The ATK of monsters whose ATK is set when summoned as the Evil Hero Dark Gaia and Beast King Barbaros. Counters, including spelling counters, A-counters, and other specific types of counters. Gemini Monsters that have been summoned again to gain
their influence (they will again be treated like normal monsters). Once in a series of conditions like Chaos Wizard or Blackwing - Sirocco in Dawn. It is possible to re-use their effects or attack the Chaos you are able to Summon a monster that the Book of the Moon has turned face down, as long as the
monster is not summoned on the same turn, has not announced an attack, or has not manually changed its battle position. Card effects dependent on ATK, such as The Bottomless Trap Hole and Black Whirlwind, will be resolved without effect if the moon's book is chained to the monster in question,
because at this point the ATK is treated as unknown. Forbidden Chalk and Debris Dragon / Junk Synchron See also: Card Resolutions: Forbidden Challe, Card Resolutions: Scrap Dragon, Card Resolutions: Junk Synchron The Negation Effect of Debris Dragon and Junk Synchron work exactly like the
negation effect of Forbidden Chalk. If the Debris Dragon is removed from the field, the monster's impact will continue to be eliminated, as the Debris Dragon does not say he has to face up on the field to continue denying it. However, if the affected monster is flipped face down, then up again, or otherwise
removed from the field and replayed, it will regain its impact. Forbidden Chalk does not deny effects that activate and solve the cemetery like Sangan. Forbidden chalk also denies the impact of a monster that tributes itself as a cost. This is because forbidden chalk negates effects that activate and solve
the track, even if the monster is no longer face up or on the track. For example, even if exiled force is in the cemetery, its effect is considered to solve the area, thus denying the Forbidden Chalk (but not Skill Drain). Forbidden Chalk cannot be chained to a monster effect where the monster is removed
from the field as a cost because it is no longer eligible for target. The Gemini Monster will be treated as an Effect Monster because the effect is treated like a normal monster denies. The terms, including restrictions such as Quickdraw Synchron and Ronintoadin, as well as maintenance costs, are not
denied by the Forbidden Cup. They're still in effect when the monster is targeted by the Forbidden Chalk. Mystical Space Typhoon See also: Card Resolutions: Mystical Space Typhoon As mentioned above, deny and destroy two different things. Mystical Space Typhoon does not deny solving the cards. If
used on continuous magic or continuous trapping cards, Mystical Space Typhoon still does not deny its effect, the Continuous Card is dissolved only because of the properties of the continuous card. Mystical Space Typhoon (and the like) can't destroy itself, Giant Trunade doesn't return to hand, etc.
Divine Wrath See is: Card Decisions: Divine Wrath, The above section of Negate vs. Destroy Divine Wrath can still be used to deny the effect, even if you can't destroy the monster. For example, Divine Wrath can be used against Red Nova Dragon. Divine Wrath can deny the (starts the chain) at any time
from anywhere, including Hand, Graveyard, Extra Deck (in this case, however, the monster is not destroyed) and removed from the Play Zone, and during the damage step, but not on the Main Deck. Macro Cosmos / Dimensional Rift See also: Card Resolutions: Macro Cosmos, Card Resolutions:
Dimensional Rift, Send Above Section vs. Destroying/discarding any effect on the cost of requiring sending cards to the cemetery cannot be activated. Sending cards to the cemetery is different from throwing them away. However, the effects that send cards to the cemetery, such as iron chain dragon, still
work; The cards are removed instead of form play. If the Gravekeeper's Servant is active, the opponent can not attack because it sends a card to the graveyard is added and attack. If Imperial Iron Wall is active, cards will be sent to the cemetery. Skill Drain See also: Card Decisions: Skill Drain Skill Drain
has no effect on monsters that tribute themselves as a cost, because Skill Drain only denies the effects of the monster if the actual card is still face up on the track when opening the effect. Gemini Monsters in the field are treated as effect monsters because their effects treat them as normal monsters
deny. Monsters that have a self-destruct effect as elementary hero captain gold, not self-destructing while Skill Drain is active; If Skill Drain is removed from the field, the monster will be self-destructing. The terms, including restrictions such as Quickdraw Synchron and Ronintoadin, as well as maintenance
costs, are not denied by Skill Drain. They are still in effect when Skill Drain is active. If Jinzo is on the field, skill drain cannot be activated. Skill Drain cannot be activated in response to Jinzo's summons. Skill Drain can be chained to an effect that summons Jinzo. If the Skill Drain is active before Jinzo is
summoned, Jinzo won't be able to control the traps. Traps.
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